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NOVEMBER 2016 SUCCESS CIRCLE 
CALL: MONEY SITUATION 

Recording Transcript 

I want to build on the theme of the profit maximizer this month. We've been 
looking at how to build more profit in your business. It's also really important 
that you start to develop other practices around money that are going to solve 
all of that. If you're not making the amount of money you want to make in your 
business and you're not making the amount of profit, this is an indicator that 
there are other things that aren't happening or perhaps are happening in an 
unhealthy way where you handle money.  

I'm speaking from personal experience here. I always preface this by saying I'm 
not the numbers girl. I wasn't the one that had it all worked out. I wasn't the one 
who went to accounting classes.  I wasn’t very good at math. I was the woman 
who thought she wasn’t really good at math. I had my head in the sand and had 
a highly dysfunctional relationship with money.  

The truth is most people really don’t have a healthy approach to money. We 
have not been brought up to discuss money in company or even think about the 
fact that we have a relationship with money or that it’s something that should be 
important. How do we navigate our own financial situation? How do we have 
those conversations around wanting more, struggling and feeling like we just 
haven’t got enough? It’s something that’s eluding us. 

We have definitely not been conditioned to have open conversations around 
money so when we go into business for ourselves it is often the place where 
we’re not keeping an eye on the moneyball. It’s like it’s a mystery; we don’t 
necessarily know how it comes in and we don’t really know where it’s going to.  
We don’t really know the mechanisms for us to be able to keep more.  
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My goal always throughout this program is to be giving tips and techniques to 
adjust our relationship with money so that ultimately you’re able to make more 
of it and you’re able to keep more of it.  I also want to be able to do that in a 
very practical way. That’s what this month’s Success Circle Call is about. It’s 
not about overloading you with tons of things to do; it’s about giving you some 
starting places. As we’re going into the end of the year now, I want you to be 
thinking about the key changes you want to be making at the beginning of next 
year.  

As entrepreneurs, we’ve got to start to focus on building that healthier 
relationship with money. What do I mean by that? It’s really about building a 
relationship with money in your business so that you can count on money to be 
there for you and so you feel supported by it. You don’t feel like you’re in a war 
the whole time, at odds with it and you feel like you’re fighting. You’ve got this 
kid having temper tantrums out on the sideline somewhere.  

Ultimately, we have to be building this healthy relationship with money so that 
as a business owner we can start to be less emotional around everything to do 
with money. I think that’s really the key piece here. It really does become such 
an emotional topic for many of us that we fear it. We’ve got bad prior 
experiences with it and dealings with other people with it. It’s just left negative 
emotions with us. That can lead us into this place of having a strong emotional 
reaction to any time we have to handle money  - whether that’s looking at the 
numbers in our own business, having money conversations, having our sales 
conversations, getting up to date on payments, looking at vendors to get up to 
date on payments, etc. It can really trigger these strong emotional reactions that 
feel very unpleasant and want to keep us avoiding it. Avoidance is not the path 
to abundance.  

As a business owner, one of the key areas that you have to become more 
objective about and less emotional around is that whole aspect of money 
because otherwise the fear is going to continually run you. It will be like a secret 
partner in your business. You really don’t know what they’re up to but they’re 
sabotaging things and you’re never going to feel like you’re in the driver’s seat in 
control.  
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It’s so important to just acknowledge where you’re at today. Everyone is going 
to be on a different journey and a very different stage. Some of you are just 
coming into this program for the first time and you’re thinking, “Oh my god, 
what are we talking about here? This feels new” or “This feels scary” or “I’ve 
never even talked about this before.” Others of you have been on this journey 
now for a couple of years so it’s about taking those steps further. It’s a never-
ending journey -   give yourselves a break from the start. This is a process. It’s 
truly not about going from something that possibly isn’t working for you in the 
past to being able to flip a switch and create miracles. That is unlikely to 
happen. I want to manage your expectations right now. Give yourselves a break.  

I know this for myself as an entrepreneur: What’s really in my blood is the ability 
to be able to start new things. If I give myself a subject - give me anything that 
feels new and shiny - and I’m all over it. I want to start something new. When 
we’re trying to create healthy new practices or a healthy new relationship, before 
we start we’ve really got to look at what we need to stop doing that makes us 
unsatisfied. It’s really not about starting to do things; it’s about stopping what’s 
not working.  

If we want to lose weight and get in shape, it’s often first and foremost stopping 
what’s not working. If we start going to the gym, that’s a step in the right 
direction but if we don’t stop eating all of that junk food that’s just not helping 
us. Going to the gym is going to have a very small impact. It’s not going to have 
big impact because we’re not stopping things first.  

I was thinking about this in terms of a relationship with a partner because I really 
do think of our relationship to money as a relationship. Say you were trying to 
build a loving new relationship with a partner and things haven’t been going well 
for a long time. You’ve been living completely separate lives and not speaking to 
each other kindly. In fact, you’ve actually been really disrespectful to each other 
and insulting. Now you’ve gotten to this place where you’ve decided it’s time to 
improve your relationship - otherwise you’re going to lose it forever. You decide 
you’re going to spend more time together but decided what you’re going to start 
doing more of without deciding what you’re going to stop doing. You don’t stop 
the insults. You don’t stop the disrespectful language. How’s that going to work 
out for you over the longer term? Now you’ve got more time that you’re 
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spending together to be negative and to destroy the relationship even further.  
It’s always important to start with what we need to stop doing.  

I want to give you some simple exercises and very simple tools. You’re going to 
write down two areas: your financial situation in your business and your financial 
situation overall in your life. For some of you, when you think about your 
financial situation in your life, that means your whole household because you’re 
married or have a long-time partner. That financial situation becomes a much 
bigger picture; it might not just be you. For some of you, your financial situation 
in your business is actually co-mingled. You haven’t got them separated out 
right now so perhaps at the moment, you’re going to have to think about that 
whole picture. 

I want you first to think about your financial situation for your business. How 
satisfied are you overall? This is a subjective scale. Put this on a scale of one to 
ten with ten being everything is absolutely perfect with no room for improvement 
-  you love the amount of money you’re bringing in, you love the way you’re 
handling it all, you’re completely up to date and feel completely in charge. I 
don’t think there’s going to be many ten’s here. If you’re ever tempted to write a 
ten, I want you to check yourself. Is it really a ten? That means there’s no room 
for improvement and it’s exceptionally rare for us. 

Zero is completely dissatisfied. Nothing is working. There’s no money coming in. 
You feel like it’s complete chaos. I doubt that many of you are there either. You 
might be tempted to write that - but where are some areas in business where 
there is a level of satisfaction and you have been making progress? Perhaps 
more revenue has been coming in, you’re looking at your numbers more 
frequently, or you’ve started to think about them and take them into 
consideration.  

I want you to write down that number for you. It might be a three, four, seven, 
etc. It doesn’t matter ; it’s your number. When you write that number down, by 
the side of it describe your current situation. Paint the picture of what that 
number means to you right now.  

Perhaps you’ve written a six. What does it mean for you right now in your life 
that you’re at a six on the satisfaction scale? What is already there? What’s 
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already happening for you to give yourself that grade? What are you pleased 
about? What are some of the areas where you have been making progress? 
Certain things are really starting to work for you. Perhaps you have been setting 
your financial goals and you’ve been achieving them or you’ve been making 
significantly more progress towards them. It might not be that you’re at the 
place that you want to be but you can see progress.  

As you paint that picture, I also want you to paint the picture of the gaps. Why 
are you not at a ten or a higher number? What’s missing? What still needs to 
happen? What are some of your frustrations? Start to write those down so 
you’re really building up a balanced picture. We’ve got to start to be more 
objective around money and that is what this exercise is designed to do. 

Start to take some of the emotion out of it. We don’t want to remove all of the 
emotion because we want to be honest about what’s not working. That level of 
frustration is also something that can fuel you. I also believe in getting real. 
When we get to that place where we say, “You know what - This just isn’t 
working for me. I’m getting frustrated. This sucks. I want to change this,”  that 
can be very important fuel to get you into action.  

Equally so we have to be careful about that because if we start to take it too far 
and we get too emotional, we can now get stuck in the trap of the emotion or 
the frustration, shame, embarrassment or guilt or whatever comes up around 
that. I’m just going to call it “general suckiness.” We can get stuck in that and 
not move ourselves forward.  

We want to create a balance of getting real about our dissatisfaction ad what’s 
not working and also build the picture of where we have already made some 
progress and where there is some satisfaction. Money becomes way too 
emotional and all of the emotions that surround it often keep us with our head in 
the sand in avoidance of it because the emotions feel so painful. Avoidance is 
never going to help you move forward; it just makes the problem worse - 
guaranteed.  

I want you to do the same with your personal finances. For some of you, that 
might feel like they’re one in the same thing and if they are, paint the overall 
picture at this point. When I’m talking about your personal situation, it’s outside 
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of your business. What does your financial situation look like? Is it completely 
different to what’s happening in your business? Does it feel like in your personal 
life the bills are all being handled on time and the money is there? Maybe things 
are being taken care of, you’ve got money going into savings, you know what’s 
in your personal accounts. You’re working towards your future goals.  

Rate your overall satisfaction on that scale. Some of you might go through this 
and realize it’s pretty much the same. For some of you, it may look different. 
You may have somebody else helping you with the personal side. If you’re in a 
partnership, if you’re married, are you the one who’s not taking care of things 
and therefore that picture looks different? 

In the very same way, write down whatever that number is. What’s already 
working and what’s the progress? What are you pleased with? When you start 
to look at the gap between where you’re at today and ideally where you want to 
be, that number should most definitely look like a high 9 on that scale. You 
could even go to a ten and just play with that ideal world. If this were all perfect 
and you had it all handled and never had to worry about it, what would it look 
like?  

What would be in place that’s not in place now? What would you not be doing - 
what are you stopping? What are you doing more of? Start to paint that picture 
so you have two numbers. Notice the numbers. Is there one that’s considerably 
higher than the other? Is there a big difference and why do you think that is? Are 
you fully responsible for both? Is there somebody else involved there? If you’ve 
got really significantly higher numbers in one area for satisfaction, what are the 
lessons to be learned from that you can apply to the other scale? 

The most important thing when you want to create change is to get real about 
what the current situation looks like. This is about you giving a subjective picture 
so you have a good idea what the current reality is. You probably don’t know it 
in as much detail as you possibly need to but that overall picture is going to be 
plenty to get started.  

This is what most people avoid: dealing with the current reality. We all want to 
go off into that dreamy land of ideals and then we want to geek out over there 
because it feels good and much more pleasant than getting in touch with the 
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real picture. Going into that ideal place the whole time get us out of touch with 
reality. It’s also another emotional state that we go into that’s not real and not 
grounded. It’s not necessarily objective either. This is a really key starting place 
for any change but most people want to avoid it because they don’t want to 
look at the reality.  

When you start to look at the number on that scale, I predict there’s going to be 
a certain level where you wish were satisfied or further along. We start to quickly 
go into wishful thinking. Perhaps some of you ought to even adjust the number 
on the scale. Perhaps sometimes you want to be in wishful thinking so much 
you pump your scale up. You want it to look better than it really is. I want you to 
come back to that number and think, “I got myself to that number. That’s the 
number that I created. What are the things I really need to stop doing in order for 
that number to improve?” This is about stopping certain things first.  

I want you next to write down your list of what things you should stop doing. In 
both area - on the personal and business side. Let me give you some examples 
of those: Stop making big expenses without thinking them through. Is it really 
the best thing for now? Am I really going to commit this to get a great return on 
investment?  

Stop ignoring the numbers or not tracking them.  

Stop doing your own bookkeeping and accounting because you’re really not the 
best person to do it and you would build some accountability if you were 
actually working with a professional.  

Stop being unaware of all the small expenses that you think don’t add up to 
anything. Just a few dollars here and there over time are having a big impact.  

Stop hiding out behind your computer and start to be more visible. You’ve got 
to start speaking to more people.  

Write down those things for you because this is going to be the first place for 
you to start making changes. Take some of those areas where you say I’ve got 
to stop doing this and flip those around. It’s the opposite of the stop that 
becomes the action that we need to do.  
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For example, if we say I’ve got to stop ignoring the numbers in my business then 
you’ve got to start paying attention to the numbers in your business. Now take 
that into something more specific so you can really see what that would look 
like. Write that down.  

You might come up with some ideas like you’re going to check your bank 
balance every day. You’re going to start to track all of the sales that come into 
your business. You’re going to pay attention: monthly, you will know how much 
you spent in your business and how much you brought in. For some of you, it’s 
going to be more advanced than that: tracking expenses, tracking sales, 
profitability. You have to look at it in terms of where you’re at. What would that 
specifically look like? We tend to use these really vague terms and then you 
have no way to really look back and see if you have made progress.  

That’s what I want you to be doing for today. Going through your list and looking 
at those things you need to stop doing and pick between one to three - not the 
whole list - that you think would probably make the biggest difference. One of 
the items on the list that feels like the scariest and the most uncomfortable will 
give you the biggest change. Pick something that really does feel like if you were 
doing it right now it would feel really big. You want to overcome that one but 
also choose something that’s a quick win so you can get some quick successes 
under your belt. Write down one to three things very specifically that you are 
going to stop doing, those things you’re going to start doing and what that will 
look like. Get really clear.  

One of the most important things when we’re dealing with money and numbers 
is that they need clarity. Numbers are all about clarity. Your action steps related 
to improving your relationship with money and ultimately keeping and earning 
more in your business need to be really clear and specific.  

Here’s a quick tactic that has really helped me on the journey: I frequently go 
through my own purse or wallet where I keep money and organize it. When I 
was in my most disorganized place with money, my purse was a mess. The 
wallet that I was keeping money in wasn’t particularly attractive. It was stuffed 
full of receipts, too many coins, not enough dollar bills and it really represented 
a mess. If I took it out of my handbag or purse and showed it to somebody, it 
spoke volumes as to my approach with money.  
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Look at yours. Look at where you keep money and all those things related to 
money: credit cards, debit cards, change. Look at the state of it right now. Does 
it speak to somebody that’s really in charge when it comes to money or does it 
really speak to chaos?  

What I think you’re going to find is this becomes the mini metaphor for how 
everything is happening in your life around money. It’s something that you touch 
multiple times a day. It’s constantly reminding you of where you’re at. Go 
through and clean out your wallet. Really get it organized and looking nice so if 
it’s something you had to pull out at a moment’s notice, you’d feel proud of it.  

If you see that your wallet is really out-of-date and not in good condition, 
consider going through the module this month and giving yourself the reward of 
a new purse or wallet to keep your money in. One year as I was doing this work I 
asked Robert for that as a Christmas present. I wanted something that was 
really beautiful that I would want to honor and treasure so I would feel 
encouraged to keep my money health in order. I asked for that as a gift and I 
really treasure it to this day. Think about giving that gift to yourself so you have 
something that feels special. This is a simple exercise that takes a matter of 
minutes to organize - and it’s a fun project to give yourself that gift, especially as 
a reward for doing this work today. 


